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Meeting Highlights Strong Partnerships between Government and Donors 
 
Kigali, Rwanda, 23 November 2006 -- Donors have pledged to increase significantly aid 
to Rwanda over the next five years in order to support the development and 
implementation of national policies, which will be embodied in the forthcoming 
Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy (EDPRS). This comes in the 
context of special relationships that have grown continually between the Government of 
Rwanda and its Development Partners in recent years.   
 
The commitments followed strong presentations on the issues of decentralization, 
governance, and on the Aid Policy Implementation Plan.   
 
The Minister of Local Government, Protais Musoni, began the day with a presentation on 
the issues and challenges facing governance in Rwanda.  Focusing on the benefits to be 
derived from the successful implementation of Rwanda’s decentralization policy, the 
Minister emphasized that decentralization will further empower Rwanda’s citizens, while 
enhancing transparency and accountability. 
  
Decentralization in Rwanda faces substantial challenges, including capacity problems, 
both in terms of financial and human resources. Institutions will be strengthened further, 
and the sector is looking to increase citizen participation through civic education and 
enhanced participation in planning and budgeting processes. These actions serve to 
strengthen genuine ownership at the local and national level. 
 
Donors went on to voice strong support for the progress made in the areas of governance, 
rule of law, and reconciliation. They also commended Rwanda’s active involvement in 
the NEPAD African Peer Review Mechanism. Rwanda is one of only three countries to 
participate fully in this initiative, demonstrating the Government’s commitment to 
sustaining its progress in the governance sector. 
 
As the President of Rwanda had suggested yesterday, a strong debate took place on these 
issues and participants were open in voicing their concerns over controversial issues. 
  
The Government then presented a well-thought out Implementation Plan for the Aid 
Policy, approved earlier this year. Both the local and international representatives of civil 
society voiced their outright support for the implementation of the Aid Policy. The 
inclusion of civil society in this process is central to achieving the goals of harmonization 
and alignment of international aid. 
 
Rwanda’s donor community pledged to increase support to Rwanda over the next 5 years 
in a Joint Statement of Intent towards the implementation of the Paris Declaration and 
Rwanda’s Aid Policy. The donor community agreed to support the Government’s plans 
in this area by providing assistance in a manner consistent with the government’s 
priorities.  



 
In doing so, Donors recognized that “successful development, in terms of broad based 
economic growth and sustained poverty reduction is best achieved within an enabling 
environment, characterized by peace and security, good governance, effective rule of law, 
respect for human rights, and full participation of civil society and the private sector as 
stakeholders in the country’s development.”  
 
The day concluded with the Government and Development Partners recognizing the 
importance of maintaining an open and supportive relationship with each other in order to 
facilitate efforts in promoting Rwanda’s development. The participants noted their 
contentment in handling many issues in a frank and open manner.  
 
While Development Partners Meeting has officially been concluded, a further day of in-
depth discussions focusing on building consensus on the EDPRS sector priorities will 
take place on Friday.  
 
For press queries contact : 
Ambassador Joseph Mutaboba, Secretary General, MININTER (08303014)  

(mutaboba@mininter.gov.rw) 
Jeffrey Bower, External Finance Unit, MINECOFIN (08495135)  

(jeffrey.bower@undp.org) 
 
For more information on the 2006 Government of Rwanda and Development Partners 
Meeting, please visit: 
http://www.devpartners.gov.rw 
 


